LocalBoats.net Launches Brand New Website Showcasing Best
Coastal Boat Rentals
Chocked full of information, LocalBoats.net will feature reviews and information to
help make it a premier resource for yacht rentals
Miami, FL -- February 19, 2016 (FPRC) -- LocalBoats.net recently announced the official launch of
their brand new website. The site showcases the best and most in-depth reviews on yacht rentals,
sales, and the boating scene in major coastal cities in the U.S. and across the globe. LocalBoats.net
is quickly becoming a go-to resource for those interested in keeping up with the latest news and
insider information in the boating industry.
John Smith, a member of the team behind LocalBoats.net confirmed, stating “Our team has
launched this new website because we love yachting, and we want to provide those who share the
same interests with the information they need stay up to date with the best opportunities in the
industry. We sincerely believe that The best boat rental in Miami is at LocalBoats.net. In fact, we
have information about the best boat rentals in other major cities and places around the world as
well, including San Diego, San Francisco, and the British Virgin Islands."
The site, according to Smith is packed with reviews and information, helping to make it a premier
resource for those interested in yacht rentals. Says, Smith, "We intent to add to the site regularly in
order to achieve that goal for our readers.”
As Smith continues, “There are hundreds of boat charter representatives in cities in Florida,
California, and other coastal states and islands just waiting to arrange a boating excursion for any
interested party. Unfortunately, the sheer number of companies out there can make it difficult to
know which ones are truly worth the investment. That is where the team at LocalBoats.net can be of
assistance. We’ve investigated many of the yacht rental companies out there and can tell our
readers which yachts will fit their needs and give them a memorable experience.”
“We want our readers to be able to rely on us to help them make the right choice when it comes to
yacht rentals and the boating scene. Not only do we want to help make sure they have fun, but we
want to assist them in getting the best return on their investment as well.”
Those who are interested in yacht charters can Find boats to rent in Miami BVI San Diego San
Francisco and more at http://LocalBoats.net.
About LocalBoats.net:
LocalBoats.net is a website dedicated to the latest news and information about yacht rentals, sales,
and the scene. The website focuses on major coastal cities in the U.S. and around the world,
including Miami, San Diego, San Francisco, and the British Virgin Islands. The team behind
LocalBoats.net is passionate about life and luxury on the water and wants to help others find the
best rental opportunities that will give them the best return on their boat rental investment.
Contact Information
For more information contact John Smith of LocalBoats.net (http://LocalBoats.net)
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